












































































































Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic
District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit
organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert to
single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighborhood,

community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space; and the

people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in
the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal
non-conforming use. If they lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic

District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events'

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it \ /ill revert to

single-familyuse: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighborhood,

community and non-pro fit organizations will lose their meeting space; and the

people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in

the city that is open to the Public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non use. If we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and presårved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic
District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit
organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal
lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic

District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert to

single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighborhood,

community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space; and the

people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in

the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

ng If they lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic

District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert to

single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighborhood,

community and non-profìt organizations will lose their meeting space; and the

people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in

the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-con If they all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue

Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it \¡/ill revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non use. Ifthey we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic
District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-conform ing use. If they lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic

District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events'

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert to

single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighborhood,

coÃmunity and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space; and the

people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in

the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-conforming use. If they lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic
District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Atdredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert to

single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighborhood,

community and non-profrt organizations will lose their meeting space; and the

people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in

the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-confo
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

Forfortyyears,DCMSAFhasrestoredandpreservedtheAldredgeHouse
una nas op"rated without incident as a good neighbor in the swiss Avenue

Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-proflttorganizationsthroughoutDallasformeetingsandevents.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status' it will re-

vert to single-family use: the DcMSAF will lose its headquarters; the

neighborhãod, community and non-profit organizations will lose their

*.ãaing space; and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important

architectural residences in the city that is open to the public'

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House

legal non-conforming use.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue

Historic Di.tri.t, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will re-

vert to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the

neighborhood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their

meeting space; and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important

architectural residences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House

legal non-conforming use. If they lose, we all lose'
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue

Historic Dirtri.t, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighbor-

hood,ìommunity and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public'

I urge you to deny the appllcation to terminate the Aldredge House legal



Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the swiss Avenue

Historic Dirtri.t, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profrt organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public'

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-conforming use. If they lose, we all lose'
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic

District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events'

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert to

single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighborhood,

community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space; and the

people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in

the city that is open to the Public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-confo
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic
District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit
organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural rêsi-

dences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-co use. If they lose, we all lose.

NAME:

ADDRESS: lI
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic

District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-proftt

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert to

single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighborhood,

community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space; and the

people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in

the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-conforming use. If th lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic
District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-conforming use. If they lose, we all lose.

NAME:

ADDRESS: 0-
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic

District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit

organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events'

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighbor-

hood, community and non-protit organizatîons will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public'

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

non-con
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue
Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters;the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas wilI lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal
non-co use. Ifth we all lose.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

SIGNATURE:

Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and

has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic
District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profrt
organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert
to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighbor-
hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal
non-conforming use. If they lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue
Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal
non-conform
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue

Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will re-

vert to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the

neighborhood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their

meeting space; and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important

architectural residences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House

legal no

NAME:

ADDRESS:

SIGNATURE:

use. Ifthey we lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue

Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profrt organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events'

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will re-

vert to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the

neighborhood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their

meeting space; and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important

architectural residences in the city that is open to the public'

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House

lega I non-conforming use. If they lose, we all lose.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

SIGNA

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal

all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the swiss Avenue

Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert

to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighbor-

hood, community and non-profrt organizations will lose their meeting space;

and the people of Dallas *iU lot" one of the most important architectural resi-

dences in the city that is open to the public'



Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House and
has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue Historic
District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and non-profit
organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will revert to
single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the neighborhood,
community and non-profit organizations will lose their meeting space; and the
people of Dallas will lose one of the most important architectural residences in
the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House legal
non use. Ifthey lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue

Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will re-

vert to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the

neighborhood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their

meeting space; and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important

architectural residences in the city that is open to the public.

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House

Iegal rng they lose, we all lose.
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Dear Members of the Dallas Board of Adjustment:

For forty years, DCMSAF has restored and preserved the Aldredge House

and has operated without incident as a good neighbor in the Swiss Avenue

Historic District, providing a free venue for neighborhood, community, and

non-profit organizations throughout Dallas for meetings and events.

If the Aldredge House loses its legal non-conforming use status, it will re-

vert to single-family use: the DCMSAF will lose its headquarters; the

neighborhood, community and non-profit organizations will lose their

meeting space; and the people of Dallas will lose one of the most important

architectural residences in the city that is open to the public'

I urge you to deny the application to terminate the Aldredge House

legal non-conforming use. If they lose, we all lose.
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